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About Toastmasters International
Toastmasters International is a world leader in communication and leadership development. Our organization
has more than 352,000 memberships. Members improve their speaking and leadership skills by attending one
of the 16,400 clubs in 141 countries that make up our global network of meeting locations.
The world needs leaders. Leaders head families, coach teams, run businesses and mentor others. These
leaders must not only accomplish, they must communicate. By regularly giving speeches, gaining feedback,
leading teams and guiding others to achieve their goals in a supportive atmosphere, leaders emerge from the
Toastmasters program. Every Toastmasters journey begins with a single speech. During their journey, they
learn to tell their stories. They listen and answer. They plan and lead. They give feedback—and accept it.
Through our community of learners, they find their path to leadership.
Toastmasters International Mission
We empower individuals to become more effective communicators and leaders.
District Mission
We build new clubs and support all clubs in achieving excellence.
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__________________________________________________________________
The mission of a Toastmaster Club is to provide a mutually supportive and positive learning
environment in which every individual member has the opportunity to develop oral communication
and leadership skills, which in turn foster self-confidence and personal growth. Toastmaster provide
a friendly and encouraging environment in which individual works comfortably towards their own
objective.
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__________________________________________________________________
The Club Officers
July-December 2017
President
Priya Das

Toastmasters International Core Values
Integrity | Respect | Service | Excellence
Toastmasters International Envisioned Future
To be the first-choice provider of dynamic, high-value, experiential
communication and leadership skills development.

VP Education
Jagannath Patro
VP Membership
Shankar Jayakumar
VP Public Relation
Suchismita Sahu

Welcome to the fourth edition of PSN Toastmaster Newsletter- Meraki! The
newsletter holds together all the flashback that occurred over the past few
years and the milestones reached by the club and members. Also, the
valuable experiences and moral values shared by our club members through
articles.

Secretary
Pranav P
Treasurer
Susanta Sahoo
Sergeant At Arm
Om Prasad Patro

Email: psntoastmaster@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PSNTM/
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President’s Corner
Priya Das
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Do you remember your first meeting in Toastmasters? Did you try to attempt to go on stage? Were you amazed by
the prepared speeches and the evaluations by the members there?
I remember my first meeting which I attended in Infosys Mysore campus in 2014. I was totally amazed by the
concept of Toastmasters. I was enthralled with the friendly platform it provides to the members to improve the
most dreaded skill “Public Speaking”.
After my first meeting only, I decided that I will join Toastmasters. It’s been 3 years now and I have felt the
change in me. I feel that I am more confident now to express my thoughts in front of people. I am not asking you
to join Toastmasters. You may be a very good speaker already. We go for only those things in life with which we
feel connected to. It was my desire to become a confident speaker, so I joined Toastmasters. “What is your desire
in life?” Just ask yourself, you will get your answer.
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From the Editor’s Desk

Suchismita Sahu
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Wishing all the readers a very happy and prosperous new year 2018.
We at PSN Toastmaster Club are able to achieve one more milestone of success, by completing 136th session!!!
We have themed this newsletter ‘Yes, we can!’, which reflects the journey of many new toastmasters, the club
has ever seen so far.
This edition of the newsletter captures the best moments of the Installation Ceremony, awards bagged by our
club members in the different contests held under District 92 and giving you a glimpse of this journey.
I fear all we have done is to awaken a sleeping giant and fill him with a terrible resolve!!!
We believed we could and we did. We became good speakers and better communicators. In becoming so, we
enthralled PSN club with enthusiasm and energy.
As the editor, for this newsletter, I would like to take this opportunity to extend my gratitude to all the
members for their articles and making this a meraki grand success. I sincerely hope that the readers find the
issue interesting and intellectually stimulating. I will be looking forward to your valuable feedback and
suggestions.
Happy reading and stay tuned till the next edition of newsletter.
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Awards Own by Club

• Fast 5 awards received by PSN Toastmaster Club
• Smedly Award
• Super Seven Award
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Various Achievements by our members
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For humorous speech contest at District
level
Rahul

Triple Crown
Nandish

For humorous speech contest at Division
level
Rahul
For humorous speech contest at
Club level
Nandish
Rahul
Suchismita

For Glitterati contest at Division level
Anjali and OM

For Speech Evaluator at Club
Level
Rahul
Priya
Susanta

For Glitterati contest at
Club level
Anjali and OM
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Regret! Why? Life is so beautiful
~TM Sayed Faiz Tanvir
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Regret!!!
Yes, we all have been through umpteenth moments of regrets… Does it really help?
Or, does it drag you into an abyss of self-pity and anxiety. I wonder why human psyche is structured in such a
way that we bury ourselves in a vortex of regret, as if life would come to an apocalyptical end.
If you would like me to define myself, I will stand first in a melee of regretful human beings. One failure and all
hell break loose.
I would hark back to 1996, 2006 and 2013; all these years were starkly momentous since unprecedented events
had unfolded and shook me upside down.
1996: Yeah, I couldn’t live up to my expectation in 10th standard board exam, yet there were plenty of great
opportunities to weight up. But I couldn’t see anything but misery and pessimism. My parents chipped in to
console me and had had remained by myside forever. I feel that I could have tackled the situation in better
ways. At least it would have given a sense of calm and joy to my beloved parents.
2006: I successfully cleared Master in Arts (specialized in Spanish language) from the prestigious Jawaharlal
Nehru University. I was optimistic about a fantastic career ahead. The joy was ephemeral knowing that ITES
company didn’t have the work environment that I was aspiring for.
2013: The year has etched deep into my memory cell. On the fateful dawn of Jan 12, 2013 my mother
succumbed to multiple organ failure. A shattering moment! A miasma of melancholy enveloped me. I looked
towards the sky and pleaded to God, “Why me?” “Am I the only soul left for trial and tribulation?”
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Indeed, it was the last straw on Camel’s back. The early demise of my mother left a scar on my psyche.
Friedrich Nietzsche, the great German philosopher, once said,” That Which Does Not Kill You Makes Us Stronger”:
Intricate moments of life give us a food for thought and add valor to our personality. It prods us for a better cognition
and concoction of new ideas.
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The moment you have started feeling that my life has lost its meaning and is going through an existential vacuum,
you would crumble like a pack of card…but if you would start pulling up your socks amidst rough and tumble of
cluttered thought, you would feel a new sensation, a beckon of hope and mental tranquility; it would act as a
juggernaut against the wall of hopelessness and skepticism.
We all should be grateful that God.

The Almighty has bestowed upon us lots of wonderful things which we don’t notice and have forgotten to pay
attention: Loving and caring parents, sisters and brothers; education to stand and survive in the World. We should be
compassionate about the fact that millions of underprivileged don’t have basic amenities at their disposal. We ought to
be grateful to all these values and good things surrounding us.
We mustn’t be a narcissist thinking over our misfortune and forgetting that many don’t even have basic means of
survival.
Why regret when we know life could throw at us many unprecedented opportunities which might change our lives.
Why regret today, pondering over the past and not enjoying lovely moment of it now. Aren’t we imbecile to lay too
much emphasis on the lost things of the past.
Dear readers, it took me almost 2 decades to realize that life is indeed beautiful. We should celebrate it. We have
been through moments of difficulties and insurmountable problems, yet life is resilient and would spring many
surprises. Write-up like this one that I am penning down is not enough to groom us to fight and survive. You should
pick up the gauntlets thrown at you, and accept the challenges of life.
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Great Austrian Psychiatrist Viktor Frankl never regretted that he along with
his entire family (father, sister and brother) were detained by Nazis at the
notorious and dreadful concentration camp of Auschwitz. All his family
members succumbed to inhospitable and inhumane conditions that they
were exposed to, but he came up trump.
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The flickering hope of survival coupled with indomitable spirit kept him
alive. His only dream which had inoculated him against gratuitous Nazis
was his undying desire to complete his unfinished manual of Psychiatry,
which he couldn’t write until the outbreak of Second World War.
After the end of WW2, he had had his manual on psychiatry published and
would go on to become the greatest psychiatrists of all time. Throughout
his life he had never harbored grudge against anyone, not even Nazi
Germans; lived entire life helping mentally ill patients rather than any
TM Faiz receiving certificate for best role taker
regrets of the past.
Incredible story of Viktor Frankl does not only boost our morale but also
give us ray of hope and intrepid fighter spirit to stare into the face of
adversaries.
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So why regret. Life is so Beautiful, Indeed!
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Installation Ceremony for the term Jul-Dec 2017
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Last Moments
~TM Shibayan Saha
The bell rings. Red bulb shines. Gases pump. Machines beep. Blood flows.
Two bodies. One can survive.
Eyes Closed
Death.
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It is said that before it happens your entire life flashes before your eyes, like a motion picture. Before Life’s speeding
train comes to a halt, all memories gush in and you are left to do is either pause, revel in its glory or choose to drown
yourself in your past misfortunes which you know can't be undone.
You see all those times when you wished upon a star. When your greatest ambition was to have super powers or
when you prayed that the Hogwarts letter that you desperately wanted just lands on your doorsteps. When school
each morning was a horrid punishment. Except, of course sneaking out for Salim's biriyani during lunch break. When
you had frequent fights with your best friend but still consulted her otherwise who would have approved your new
hair clip you just bought.
You see, when it was you and Mumma, chatted animatedly over a modest meal or when papa left the handle of the
cycle in confidence and clapped over your modest success. When you left the home for the first time and felt nothing
can be worse than this. Or how the first job taught about life and how your family cried with joy over your success.
The time when you saw him for the first time and your heart skipped a beat. When his essence lingered in your mind.
The day he proposed and all your dreams intertwined. When at one moment you found the world in his arms, ready
to face all the challenges and the next moment you realize sleeping in an uncomfortably cold bed, leaving the copassenger, standing outside all alone with whom you wanted to complete your life's journey.
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You remember the day of your marriage. When the new chapter began and how the definition of 'I' changed to 'We'.
When it was finally confirmed positive that a new life is inside me. When everything seemed perfect. Perfect for both
of us. How happy he was. Really, really happy. The kiss said it all. How the cool breeze of news made us swing and
dance in the hot summers and the news of happy springs kept the scorching nights cool and excited.
But these flashbacks are not forever. Reality strikes back and it is entirely different.
Because now there is blood. Too much, and from all the wrong places. There is the beeping of the monitor, the
clinking of instruments, the frantic calls of the surgeon and momentary panics. Is this death? Maybe. Am I in pain?
Partially.
There are hints of pain but tears of joy. Joy, HELL NO, it is ecstasy because I just heard the sound of a new life. My
baby. My first born. I can withstand any amount of pain, even die for it. And, maybe that is what God wanted.

But guilt hangs on me. I left him alone. Broke all the promises. Maybe a sacrifice is worth only when it hurts. And my
sacrifice is my gift. My gift to my beloved. My soul, my first and only child. My princess.
Khushi. I like the name.
Did she kill me??NO. I may not be strong for her. But, it is time. Let’s greet death like an old friend, just this time, this
friend is now a mother of a princess.

TM Shibayan for best Table Topic
Speaker
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PSN Toastmasters
at Absolute
Barbeque
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A hard look at humor
~TM Rahul Ajith Kumar
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I never considered myself as a funny guy until I took part in the Humorous Speech Contests at toastmasters. Now,
looking back at my journey from club level contest till the District 92 level contest, I realized that I learnt so much
about humor. So here I am just going to tell you some of the things I learnt about humor!
Disclaimer: I rarely write articles, so if this article turns out to be boring, I apologize in advance!
Humor isn’t always about what you say, it is also about how you say it! During my experiments with the different
contests, I kept on modifying my speech based on the audience reaction. So here goes:
1. Humor is very relative: What is funny for me may not be funny for you. If you are going to use a joke for which
only you know the background, then basically only you understand the joke and not anyone else. So use jokes or
situations which everyone can relate to directly. If they connect with you, then your joke also connects with you.
Example: During one of my speeches I directly referred to a person sitting in the audience. The person I referred to
was a pretty popular person and everyone knew who he was, so they could relate to my joke. If nobody knew who
the person is, then they would just be clueless.
2. Infliction and pronunciation matters a lot: Infliction is the way you say a word, you can say the word softly, or
you can scream out the word, you can say a word in any way you think it best gives the effect you are looking for,
basically vocal variety. Audience love it when you play with the way a word is pronounced. I had a great time
making people laugh just by simply pronouncing words in a funny way!

Example: Let’s accept it Arnold Schwarzenegger is difficult to pronounce as such! So during my final speech instead
of saying Schwarzenegger, I said “Shwaaaashneger” and people flipped with laughter. I also pronounced words like
broccoli as bro-coli, and lettuce as “letoos” and everybody loved it!
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3. Body language for the win: You can be as expressive as you like, but when you get your whole body involved,
Speakyou
Proud Speak Loud
will give your audience a great time to not just hear you, but also to watch you. Go crazy with your hand gestures,
body postures and movement, whatever you think will add humor to the situation you are describing.

Example: When I was talking about how I used to walk after a week of gymming, I actually showed people how I
walked. That was the biggest hit of the speech!!
4. Paint mental images for the audience: When you read about the psychology of humor, our brain basically perceives
something that is not normal as funny by itself. When the logical flow of thoughts breaks and when some of the logic is
removed, our brain finds that odd or “funny” and gives an uncontrollable reaction called “laughter”. Apart from what
you say and show on stage, you can describe something, that when an audience imagine it, it’s funny.
Example: I described buying a full size poster of Arnold Schwarzenegger and putting a garland around it for motivation
to go to the gym. Audience reacted really well to that. And you have to accept, imagining a poster like that with a
garland is pretty funny. Don’t agree? Like I said, humor is relative! 
5. Exaggeration: You can turn any situation to a humorous one if you exaggerate enough!
Example: After 7 months of gymming and 42 gallons of tears later. Or in the conclusion of my speech, not 6 or 8 pack,
but 10 pack!!
6. Twists: A twist is always good to surprise your audience into making them laugh. Tell something normal and then
apply the twist for laughter.
Example: See, I am 5 feet and 11 inches…. When I try really hard and stand on my toes. Or I had an overwhelming
pain in my stomach… later the doctor told me I was suffering from acute hunger.
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7. Don’t hold back, unleash yourself on the audience: Opportunities you get to be on stage are limited and
getting a quality audience is rare. So whenever you have the opportunity to speak, do whatever it takes to
do justice to your speech. I shouted, jumped around on stage, cried and even fell down on purpose just to
give the audience a great time.
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My script for the contest wasn’t that great, but the way I delivered is what got me the first runner at the
District 92 conference. And as always stay committed till the very end, work hard and you will come out a
winner no matter what the result!!
I hope the above points will help you all add a little humor to your speeches!

TM Rahul secured the second place in District
level humorous speech contest.
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Journey of the Heart
~TM Suchismita Sahu
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Knowing that Mrs. Sarah Maria was afflicted with a heart trouble, great care was taken to break to her as gently
as possible the news of her husband’s death.

It was her sister Farah who told her, in broken sentences; veiled hints that revealed in half concealing. Her
husband’s friend Ryan was there, too near her. It was he the first when the news of the loss of Malaysia Airline
Flight 370 was received, with Harrish Maria’s name leading the list of “killed”. He had only taken the time to
assure himself of its truth by second time confirmation and had accelerated to foresee any less careful, less
tender friend in bearing the sad message.
She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same, with a paralyzed inability to accept its
significance. She wept at once, with sudden, wild abandonment, in her sister’s arms. When the storm of grief
had spent itself she went away to her room alone. She would have no one follow her.
There stood facing the open window, a comfortable roomy armchair. Into this she sank, pressed down by a
physical exhaustion that haunted her body and seemed to reach into her soul.
She could see in the open sky from her balcony the tops of trees those were all excited with the new spring life.
The delicious breath of rain was in the air. In the street below a peddler was crying his wares. The notes of a
distant song which someone was singing reached her faintly and countless sparrows were twittering in the
eaves.

There were patches of blue sky showing here and there through the clouds that had met and piled one above
the other in the west facing her window.
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She sat with her head thrown back upon the cushion of the chair, quite motionless, except when a sniffle
came up into her throat and shook her, as a child who has cried itself to sleep continues to sniffle in its
dreams.
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She was young, with a fair, calm face, whose lines modified suppression and even a certain strength. But now
there was a dull stare in her eyes, whose gaze was fixed away off from one of those patches of blue sky. It
was not a glance of reflection, but rather indicated a suspension of intelligent thought.
There was something coming to her and she was waiting for it, fearfully. What was it? She did not know; it
was too elusive to name. But she felt it, creeping out of the sky, reaching toward her through the sounds, the
scents, the color that filled the air.
Now her firm rose and fell excitedly. She was beginning to recognize this thing that was approaching to
possess her, and she was striving to beat it back with her will–as powerless as her two white slender hands
would have been. When she abandoned herself a little whispered word escaped her slightly parted lips. She
said it over and over under the breath: “free, free, free!” The vacant stare and the look of terror that had
followed it went from her eyes. They stayed keen and bright. Her pulses beat fast, and the coursing blood
warmed and relaxed every inch of her body.
She did not stop to ask if it were or were not a monstrous joy that held her. A clear and exalted perception
enabled her to dismiss the suggestion as trivial. She knew that she would weep again when she saw the kind,
tender hands folded in death; the face that had never looked save with love upon her, fixed and gray and
dead. But she saw beyond that bitter moment a long procession of years to come that would belong to her
absolutely. And she opened and spread her arms out to them in welcome.
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There would be no one to live for during those coming years; she would live for herself. There would be no Speak Proud Speak Loud
powerful will bending hers in that blind persistence with which men and women believe they have a right to
impose a private will upon a fellow-creature. A kind intention or a cruel intention made the act seem no less a
crime as she looked upon it in that brief moment of illumination.

And yet she had loved him–sometimes. Often she had not. What did it matter! What could love, the unsolved
mystery, count for in the face of this possession of self-assertion which she suddenly recognized as the
strongest impulse of her being!
“Free! Body and soul free!” she kept whispering.
Farah was kneeling before the closed door with her lips to the keyhole, imploring for admission. “Sarah, open
the door! I beg; open the door–you will make yourself ill. What are you doing, Sarah? For heaven’s sake open
the door.”
“Go away. I am not making myself ill.” No; she was drinking in a very elixir of life through that open window.
Her fancy was running riot along those days ahead of her. Spring days, and summer days, and all sorts of
days that would be her own. She breathed a quick prayer that life might be long. It was only yesterday she
had thought with a shudder that life might be long.
She arose at length and opened the door. There was a feverish triumph in her eyes, and she carried herself
unwittingly like a goddess of Victory. She clasped her sister’s waist, and together they descended the stairs.
Richards stood waiting for them at the bottom.
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Someone was opening the front door with a latchkey. It was Harrish Maria
who entered, a little travel-stained. He had been far from the scene of the
accident, and did not even know there had been one.
He stood amazed at Sarah’s piercing cry; at Ryan’s quick motion to screen
him to the view of his wife.
When the doctors came they said she had died of heart disease–of the joy
that kills.
Dear Friends, any guess, what is the reason of Mrs Sarah’s death?
Its due to the extreme pleasure when she found herself alone.
Loneliness is having huge potential to explore ourselves.
We travel initially to lose ourselves and then travel to find ourselves….

TM Suchismita for Second Runner Up for Club
Level Humorous Speech Contest
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Watching Silence
~TM Suchismita Sahu
Watching Silence- an attempt to look inwards,
induces heavenly bliss- while alive as rewards!
Pierce through one’s own self deep to begin with,
reflect incessant chatter of mind- ‘Oh’ it writhes!
We can shut our eyes ‘n’ ears to the world around,
what about mind and its clutter that surround?
At comfort, we do roams around the world,
bringing nostalgic memories of it, into our folds!
Moments ‘n’ Events unravel on its pace,
The ‘I’ shaking claims and credits- a mindless race!
‘What is in it for me?’ motive behind all action,
altruistic intent battered a miniscule fraction!
Pause a while and watch thoughts pass by,
giving room for goodness to surge from the sly!
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Just frivolous and trivial are all the material gains,
leaving you restless and writhing in deep pain!
In that calm and tranquil, as we begin watching,
resisting all attempts of mind to start snatching!
As we mellow down from within our count,
it is fathomless surreal tranquility we mount!
In that stillness and calm, as we exist along,
exploring our deep inside with swan-song!
It is when we turn a mute witness to that silence,
we find abiding joy and bliss- an eternal presence!!!

TM Suchismita for best speaker
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